2013-2014 EDUCATORS OF THE YEAR
NEW HANOVER COUNTY SCHOOLS

Excellence Awards

DISTRICT EDUCATORS OF THE YEAR

Jakki Jethro
NHCS Principal of the Year
Sunset Park Elementary

Melissa Gillespie
NHCS & High School Teacher of the Year
Laney High School

Kristi Harper
Elementary Teacher of the Year
Winter Park Elementary

Lisa Doyle
Middle School Teacher of the Year
Williston Middle School

The New Hanover County Board of Education and our sponsors congratulate the educators of New Hanover County Schools for their contributions to inspire, enlighten and prepare every student for success!

ELEMENTARY

Jessica Leigh Williams
Alderman

Elaine McMyres
Anderson

Nikka Scarborough
Bellamy

Marianna Lane
Blair

Victoria Koeh
Bradley Creek

Reyanna Jackson
Carolina Beach

Dr. Sherry Pinto
Holly Shelter Middle School
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Bryan Whitmore
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Roland-Grise

Stephanie Williams
Trask
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Virgo
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High School

Robert Lawson
Ashley

Shaneen Fersinger
Hoggard

Bryan Bishop
Isaac Bear Early College
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